Hypertelorism correction: what happens with growth? Evaluation of a series of 95 surgical cases.
This report documents the authors' experience with 95 hypertelorism corrections performed since 1971. The authors note their findings regarding outcomes, preferred age at surgery, technique, and stability of results with growth. Patients were classified into three groups: midline clefts (with or without nasal anomalies, Tessier 0 to 14); paramedian clefts (symmetric or asymmetric with or without nasal anomalies); and hypertelorism with craniosynostosis. The authors developed a hypertelorism index to measure longitudinal orbital position. A total of 70 box osteotomies were performed. Twelve of 95 patients had a bipartition. Six of 95 patients underwent a unilateral orbital box displacement or a three-wall mobilization, and seven of 95 had a medial wall osteotomy. Eighty patients were graded 1 to 4 using the Whitaker scale. Fifty-nine of 80 patients received a grade of 1, 15 patients received a grade of 2, five patients received a grade of three, four patients initially scored a 4, and three patients underwent reoperation and were rescored as 1. The authors developed a hypertelorism index to rate 28 patients with long-term follow-up. None showed deterioration of results over the long term. The complication rate was 4 percent. The most interesting finding was that an initially good result in terms of orbital correction, whatever the severity, remains good with time, and facial balance improves after completion of growth. Therapeutic, IV.